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ABSTRACT This is the first of two essays written to consider several important trends in dental practice that result from innovations in digital and social media. This essay reviews ethical and legal implications of the use of websites, Facebook, review sites, email and other digital innovations in dental practice. The second essay provides ethical tools for analysis, illuminates areas of ethical concern in today’s practice environment and offers recommendations for future practice.

Dentists, like so many practice owners and marketers from every industry, are standing at the crossroads of old and new marketing media and trying to decide which path to take.¹

— American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry website

There is a paradigm shift underway in dentistry, and the very nature and culture of the profession may be at stake.

The virtual explosion of technology, digital communication and social media has not bypassed dental practice. At first glance, the impact seems huge and wonderful — or threatening and horrible — depending on how you look at it and how much gray is in your hair. Dentists are confronted with Facebook, Twitter, Groupon, LivingSocial, FourSquare, Instagram, LinkedIn, Angie’s List, Pinterest, Google+, Yelp, the need for a practice website and a Facebook page, email, blogs and YouTube, with more channels and gadgets emerging every day. The influence of the Internet on dental marketing has been called “word-of-mouth on steroids.” There is plenty of advice on the Internet about how to use the new media, and scores of eager digital marketers to help you get started.

The question is what should dentists do about the new digital and social media and what are the ethical and practical implications? What’s good and bad; what’s right and wrong?

This essay explores the impact of digital technology on the practice of dentistry from an ethical perspective. It includes a review of relevant legal issues (not legal advice), and its main purpose is to provide a roadmap to help the reader decide what’s the profession to do about the current and future uses of digital communication. Simple discomfort with a new technology is not a moral argument. An accompanying essay provides ethical tools and recommendations for practitioners and dental educators.
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The Situation

There is great potential for doctors and patients to benefit from fast, inexpensive, powerful networks of communication and documentation, and many patients expect to find their dentist on the Internet. There is also potential for significant harm to the doctor-patient relationship, loss of confidentiality and a degradation of the professional culture of dentistry. One dental website consultant offers the following advice: “Don’t let privacy be a deterrent. It is only a speed bump.” A long-standing threat — the influence of marketers who are not dentists — suddenly seems more dangerous to the profession. One marketing expert notes on the Internet that:

This is the future of the Web, like it or not. Years ago, just having a website was a major accomplishment, now it is a necessity. Soon a Facebook or YouTube account will turn from a novelty to a necessity.
— Social Media for Dentists
Jason Lipscomb, Sidekickmag.com

While it is possible that much of the current conflict in professional circles is generational, differences are probably more complicated than the usual grousing about how the younger generation of dentists is ruining the profession, or conversely, how the old folks don’t get it. Those squabbles have been around longer than any reader of this essay has and are unlikely to dissipate soon. Younger generations of dentists have always transformed their professions over the years, and that’s certain to happen again. Younger people do seem more comfortable with the latest gadgets, and reports of infants who develop touchscreen skills before they can walk are now commonplace. Infants who develop touchscreen skills with the latest gadgets, and reports of infants who develop touchscreen skills before they can walk are now commonplace. Younger people do seem more comfortable with the latest gadgets, and reports of infants who develop touchscreen skills before they can walk are now commonplace.

Challenges

The influence of marketers. While this has always been an issue in American health care, the explosion of digital outlets makes it likely that the influence of marketing consultants will grow. Marketers and health care professionals are driven by a different mentality and different set of ethics. Their goals are significantly different, as are acceptable methods of communication. The marketer’s principle goal is to increase profitable business using a wide variety of techniques. This influence is already ubiquitous, and there is real danger that a marketing culture could overwhelm the profession. One online marketer suggests that “YouTube is a great way for you to appear in your dental patients’ living rooms.” Digital mechanisms exist that will remind people of your services whenever they go online. This tactic skates perilously close to the soliciting that is illegal in dental practice, and presumes that patients would actually welcome their uninvited dentist into their homes or computers. All one has to do is spend a few minutes on the Internet to get a feel for the power of this marketing. It is harder and harder to differentiate content from advertisement. Often a single message is both at once. It could be very easy for a doctor who does not use the latest sophisticated digital methods to feel left behind by the trend. Younger dentists — the future of the profession — may be especially vulnerable to questionable trends, given their lifelong comfort with technology and the financial challenges they face in the current economy. This situation mandates that dental schools provide powerful educational, ethical and technical experiences so that students enter the real world with tools adequate for the task. If young dentists enter their profession naïvely assuming that dentistry is “just another business,” the profession is in peril.

Dental plans are “third-party payers,” whose influence on the dentist-patient relationship is complex, but digital media bring a “fourth party” into the mix. A host of others — many of whom are “outsiders” to the dental profession — are in the process of influencing dental care, perhaps unwittingly. These include web designers, coupon brokers and social networks such as Facebook. These players are not obligated to adhere to the CDA Code of Ethics. They don’t even know or care about such a thing. Are they selling names, clicks, usage patterns or contact information? Their marketing behavior is not especially transparent to patients or doctors, and most people have no idea what is going on behind the scenes and screens.

Online reviews. Sites such as Yelp, Angie’s List, YP and ZocDoc (there are many more) are a seriously mixed bag and unlikely to go away. They create a mechanism for customers and patients to level the playing field of “caveat emptor,” offering people an anonymous channel for feedback to doctors who rarely get or even welcome direct feedback from patients. Such feedback can hurt, and most people hate getting it, but it can help shape a practice for the better. That
said, there are serious problems with review and rating sites, especially in the health care arena. Distressed and angry people are much more likely to post a review than happy ones, so the feedback tends to have a negative bias. Sometimes reviews are negative because patients and dentists do not share the same value structure. A practice could receive a hostile review because a cleaning felt uncomfortable or took a long time, even though it was difficult, thorough and well done. On the other hand, some of the most positive reviews are phony, written by shills or ghosts paid to make the proprietor look good. One never really knows if an online review is “real.” Here’s a notice recently spotted on the door of a San Francisco restaurant:

“Stop the Bully. Boycott Yelp”

Our customers repeatedly tell us that they have submitted very good reviews on our food and service. Yet, they never show on our reviews. We asked Yelp, we were told, “Perhaps if you paid to do Yelp ads we could help you with this.”

Online critiques are especially interesting when viewed from a legal perspective. Social media has caused a sea change in the law, as well. In contrast to the one-directional quality of television — where a small number of elite people communicate to a captive audience — the law tends to view social media as if it were the public forum envisioned by our founding fathers, where ideas and opinions are exchanged and therefore subject to constraints such as free speech, defamation and rights of privacy. The law in California protects free speech in social media as opinion unless it is an unquestionably false statement of fact that defames or threatens grave bodily harm. Commonly called a SLAPP (Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation) motion, California Code of Civil Procedure (Sections 425.16-18) provides that:

A cause of action against a person arising from any act of that person in furtherance of the person’s right of petition or free speech under the United States Constitution or the California Constitution in connection with a public issue shall be subject to a special motion to strike, unless the court determines that the plaintiff has established that there is a probability that the plaintiff will prevail on the claim.

This means that when a person is sued for defamation for publishing a statement in a social medium such as Yelp, the person who made the statement can file to dismiss the complaint. If granted, the defamation suit is dismissed and the person who sued may then collect attorney’s fees. This law was designed to provide protection against meritless lawsuits and has spawned numerous law firms that specialize in these motions (casp.net/california-anti-slapp-first-amendment-law-resources/statutes/).²

As an example, if a patient were to report on Yelp that they were unhappy with a dentist and felt that the treatment was rough and the fees were too high, the law would see such comments as mere opinions, not defamatory statements of fact. Any suit against such statements is risky, as it would be subject to a SLAPP motion and possible attorneys’ fees, typically in the thousands of dollars.

The law continues to hold health care providers to a high level of confidentiality when it comes to patient data and protected information. HIPAA and the California Confidentiality of Medical Information Act (CMIA in Cal. Civ. Code §§ 56-56.37) regulate the privacy of medical information. A dentist can be responsible for failing to employ reasonable efforts to maintain patient privacy, unless and until it is waived by the patient. This applies to postings by doctors on Yelp. Staff and consultants must be instructed that names of patients and information about treatment of patients should not be discussed in any social media. That limitation includes references to unnamed patients if the identity of the patient could be established by the information posted. Because a dentist is responsible for all employees, such discussions by staff, even after hours, could result in liability for the dentist who did not have or enforce reasonable efforts at confidentiality.

So, online review sites are not an even playing field for doctors. Patients can express their “opinion” of the treatment they received, but doctors are constrained in their capacity to respond. Aside from the illegality, it seems generally unethical to respond to a negative patient review in public, given the important role that confidentiality plays in trusting the doctor-patient relationship. Would you truthfully reveal details of your medical history if you thought that your doctor might post information about you online? As mentioned, some negative reviews result from misunderstandings that are, to an extent, out of the doctor’s control, yet dentists must still be extremely careful when responding. They run the serious
risk of breaking the law, appearing hostile, defensive or obsequious, and information posted on the Internet tends to last forever. A response to a negative review can trigger subsequent retaliation by the original rater. Bear in mind that thoughtful responses, if posted at all, take serious time and effort.

Finally, as the sheer volume of reviews increase, the overall or average validity of ratings is liable to improve, but dentists’ offices typically have a small number of reviews, and those can be dominated by the most outrageous of the lot.

That said, reputation management firms are readily available to write responses to negative reviews on behalf of doctors whose reputations are wounded on Yelp. These companies may or may not be aware of confidentiality constraints in the health care arena, and they may use methods that are shady or even dishonest. They may promise to remove negative reviews when this is not possible, and they might attempt to bury a bad review with glowing ones written by paid reviewers. Some try to help by “emailing, calling or faxing their complaints being posted about them to a complaint being posted about them by a complaint being posted about them.”

Some will use legitimate methods such as alerting you when your practice has received a negative review, or publish proactive positive information about your practice. Some will coach you to encourage satisfied patients to post reviews. Such coaching seems quite undoctor-like, but remember: marketers do not possess the same professional views as doctors.

Websites. It is hard to imagine a dental practice in the future without a website, and websites are of obvious value to dentists and patients as well. They can be used to provide information about oral health and about the practice, they can help establish and maintain a relationship, they can be used for scheduling and routine administrative communication, they can carry out transactions and they function 24/7. There are, however, ethical pitfalls to be avoided.

The website name itself can be problematic, so it should be chosen carefully. Names such as “bestdds.com” or “superiororthodontics.com” or even “cheapestdentistry.com” are examples of names to be avoided. These obviously run afoul of injunctions against claims of superiority or lowest prices. They may also fail the test of tackiness, diminishing the esteem of the profession.

When creating or modifying a website, dentists are obligated to be sure that all photos are not subject to copyright.

Website developers must be closely supervised, even though they may chafe at the constraint. It is the dentist, not the designer, who is responsible for all that the website communicates, and good web design includes the use of persuasive messaging, including effective use of search engine optimization (SEO). Designers ensure that keywords make their way onto websites to drive their site up the hierarchy of links on search pages. A higher spot translates into more hits and more business and more money. Such keywords might include terms that are unethical in dental communication, such as “best, cheapest, painless or guarantee.” SEO technology is evolving and it is difficult, if not impossible, for dentists to keep track of the changes.

Information and photos should be placed with great care. One must be sure to have proper permissions in both cases. When creating or modifying a website, dentists are obligated to be sure that all photos are not subject to copyright. This can be a problem when the dentist retains a web designer who has technical skills (sometimes a family member) but no understanding of legal issues involved in the use of photos they discovered on the Internet. Posting a copyrighted photo on a Web page without a release is held to strict liability under the law, and ignorance of the copyright is not a defense. The careful practitioner will ensure that the Web page content is either original imaging or ones for which a release (sometimes requiring a small fee) has been obtained. The typical claim for unauthorized use of a copyrighted photo is several thousand dollars. The use of patient photos is especially problematic, as it is a tempting and powerful way to influence other patients, but HIPAA requires a specific written release to use patient photos in any form of medical marketing. Facebook sites routinely show the faces of dental patients, probably with the tacit (but not explicit) permission of the patient. The matter is complicated because some patients may be reluctant to allow their facial photo to be posted, but intimidated by the doctor and disinclined to say “no” even though they are uncomfortable. Other patients may feel great about posting their photo immediately after treatment but might change their mind later. Care must also be taken when posting personal information about patients or using them for testimonials. Some patients may think that they (more or less) have to post their own face on the website at some point, in response to group or peer pressure. The posting of patient photos is complicated.
because they tend to show results that are especially good, triggering the need for a legal disclaimer such as "Results atypical." Before-and-after photos should be taken in comparable poses, angles and lighting conditions so that they are not misleading. According to the Dental Practice Act, photos of models who are not patients must be accompanied by a message revealing that fact. Dentists would be wise to consult an expert other than the webmaster before posting photos on a Facebook page or website.

Special offers on websites can be problematic. They can attract patients, understandably, who seek only the treatment in the offer and nothing else. This treatment may not be something that they actually need, or they may truly need other treatments that are not part of the offer. According to ethics codes, dentists are obligated to inform patients of their current oral health status. An exam and radiographs may well be clinically indicated by the standard of care, but might feel like "upselling" to the patient when their newfound dentist recommends them. It's as if the special offer was a loss leader used to physically bring the patient into the office for other, more costly treatments. Disclaimers are necessary and doable. Here's an example from bestnaturalsmileblog.com/2012/01/promotion:

Note for New Patients: To keep you safe, new patients are required to have a thorough exam and any necessary dental X-rays, which are not a part of this offer. Dental hygiene health is determined at your first visit and any additional recommended therapy would be advised at that time.

Patients who arrive for a discounted "whitening" may be disappointed to discover that they are not "good candidates" for that treatment. These scenarios have a way of altering the doctor-patient relationship forever. One might also wonder how regular, long-standing patients of the practice might feel about these special offers and the new patients who get them. Such offers may cause patients to move around from practice to practice, depending on who's offering the best special this month. That can't be good for dental patients or practices in the long run.

Special offers can result in unequal treatment of patients, a justice issue to be sure. It is likely to be difficult, if not impossible, to treat "bargain" patients or discount patients in the same careful way as "full-fare" or long-standing patients in the practice. In the worst-case scenario, patients who are taking advantage of an especially good deal may even experience conscious or unconscious hostility on the part of practitioners and their staffs.

The phrase "be careful what you wish for" applies here. Special offers, along with social couponing, may also attract patients who are not a good fit for one's practice. The marketing literature refers to this phenomenon as "adverse selection."

In many businesses, the customers most likely to sign on are precisely the worst customers you could possibly find. Finally, dentists must ensure that their website "maintains or elevates the esteem of the profession." Offers of gas cards or iPads seem inconsistent with health care ethics or etiquette, at least in the traditional sense. Readers are urged to take a look at current offerings on the Web to see how common commercial or distasteful dental websites really are. The senior author conducted such a search while writing this paragraph and the first site to pop up showed a photo of a happy young patient shaking the rubber-gloved hand of a smiling dentist (hopefully a model and not a "real" dentist). The second site offered a "$99 New Patient Special" and "Implants Starting at Just $1,499." Phrases about fees that are vague or invite a bait-and-switch (e.g., "as low as") are actually prohibited by law in California (B & P Codes; B, 3c).

Facebook. Launched in 2004, this powerful and popular social network now claims more than a billion users. It has exploded into a marketing goldmine, is becoming ubiquitous and has morphed from a relationship-builder to a transaction medium. The use of Facebook (if you do it yourself) is free of cost. One marketer wonders, "How can dentists overlook a way to market to 50 percent of the population?" Users click quickly and seamlessly between actual, real-life friends and commercial ones. The American College of Dentists' Position Paper on Digital Communication makes this observation:

Those who are struck by the banality of Facebook postings have missed the point. The message is subordinate to the relationship.

A Facebook page is actually easier to update than a practice website and may serve all the same purposes, albeit accompanied by advertisements that the practice did not choose (such as ads for War Commander video games, entries about "dental implant horror stories," or "drill bit found in woman's lung"). One must wonder whether dentists have any responsibility for the content of the advertisements that appear on their site.
Facebook pages or websites. Do patients assume that the doctor endorses these dental products? The ADA Code of Ethics (5.D.2) says:

*In the case of a health-related product, it is not enough for the dentist to rely on the manufacturer’s or distributor’s representations about the product’s safety and efficacy. The dentist has an independent obligation to inquire into the truth and accuracy of such claims and verify that they are founded on accepted scientific knowledge or research.*

Facebook is now a portal to a vast array of integrated marketing tools for dentists, including blogs, videos, Twitter accounts and a Facebook page for the practice. The options are dizzying. The opportunities for patient education are very significant, but the distinction between content and promotion is blurred. Any measure of doctor-patient confidentiality seems gone. Marketers are at the ready to help you create and enhance your Facebook presence.

Facebook pages are currently used by dentists to show before-and-after photos, advertise new techniques that are offered, inform patients of recent training taken by the dentist, promote new products, offer tips for patients (including ways to “make the most of dental insurance”), ask for patient endorsements, promote contests, conduct patient surveys about the practice, banter with patients about their weekend activities and show that the practice is a fun, happy place to be. The possibilities for good and bad on Facebook are vast enough to cause vertigo. It’s overwhelming.

_Coupon brokers._ There are several large coupon brokerages, such as Groupon and LivingSocial, available online. Dental services (alongside offers for miniature golf, eyebrow waxes, Botox treatments, Brazilian waxing, couples massages and firearms classes) are offered at a discounted rate at local practices. Here’s a real-life couponing example: A dentist typically charges $5,000 for Invisalign treatment. The coupon broker posts an online offer to provide that treatment for a discounted price of $3,400. The coupon company collects that fee from the patient, takes a share (say 35 percent of the fee, or $1,200), and sends the remaining $2,200 to the dentist who provides the treatment. The dentist then pays $1,600 to Invisalign for their retainers and services. This leaves a gross profit of only $600 to the dentist, before deducting normal overhead costs. In this example, the dentist provides services for about 20 percent of his or her normal fee. The dentist can make up some of the difference by doing a high volume of these treatments and thereby securing a reduced fee from the lab. This situation is not abstract, extreme or fantastic, as Internet coupon arrangements have the capacity to produce breathtakingly large numbers of new referrals in short periods. Obviously, the dentist hopes to retain some of these patients, but that’s an iffy proposition under the circumstances, especially when you consider this passage from the ADA Code of Ethics (Section 9.1-2):

*A dentist has the obligation to make a reasonable inquiry to determine whether a prospective patient is currently under the care of another dentist. In the interest of preserving the continuity of care, a specialist or consulting dentist has the obligation to inform the patient of the need to continue care with the referring dentist, unless the patient expressly reveals a different preference.*

Obviously, patients themselves get to decide where to seek dental care, but the use of coupons seems likely to encourage “patient poaching.”

The power of social couponing to produce large numbers of new patient referrals can be a double-edged sword. When you sign on with a coupon company to make a special offer to the public you may, in fact, be obligated to accept that discounted fee for hundreds (or even thousands) of patients who contact you to use the coupon. Prior to the offer’s expiration date, it’s unlikely that you can just draw a line when you’ve had enough. This puts a dentist in a horrible position leading to some very unattractive choices, such as telling new patients that you are no longer willing to honor the coupon that they purchased in good faith — or worse: devising deceptive responses that delay or put such patients off indefinitely.

It turns out that Groupon users tend to review businesses more negatively and provide lower ratings than other customers, and further, that their reviews carry more weight with readers. This is called the “Groupon Effect” and it has been examined extensively in the marketing

---

*Editor’s note: This article discusses the ethics involved with using online coupon brokers to offer dental services. The Legal Division of the California State Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) has recently released a legal opinion concluding that a contractual arrangement between a health care professional and an Internet marketing service offering online discounts for medical services violates state law.*
A recent item in the ADA News notes that carried out by a well-meaning practitioner. The danger of fraud, even unintentional fraud, payment of a deductible? There is real problem with the integration of dental plans with coupons. What is the "real" fee for the treatment? If you bill a patient's dental plan, are you representing "everybody’s doing it". Doctors are still responsible for upholding the legal and ethical standards of their profession. The overarching theme of this position paper is that dentists should live their professional values uncompromised, regardless of their involvement in digital communication.

**PERSONAL INFORMATION**

Email (or texts) with patients. This is another technology with great potential value and corresponding dangers. The convenience of electronic messaging is extremely attractive, and its use in dental practice is important. Routine administrative tasks and transactions can be made convenient, and records and radiographs can be transmitted quickly and inexpensively. That same convenience can be risky as well, as email and text messages are anything but confidential. One must assume that everything sent over email could someday be public. That potential always exists, and nearly everyone on the planet has experienced the embarrassment associated with an email message gone rogue. Emails have a nasty habit of ending up in the worst inbox imaginable. Personal information about patients must be kept confidential, and digital messaging represents a clear threat to this requirement. Email is also a notoriously "cold" medium, and a poor way to communicate negative or emotionally laden messages. Short text messages can be downright perplexing. Plus, email messages linger longer than the half-life of plutonium. It may sometimes be tempting to provide medical or dental advice over email, which could be a good or bad idea, depending on how things work out. Email responses to patients’ questions are convenient and quite efficient.

Consider, from a patient’s point of view, the difference between getting a question answered via email versus trying to get an answer from the dentist over the phone or by going to the practice in person. But clinical advice given through email may be ill-advised without a physical examination. Long boilerplate disclaimers at the end of emails aren’t likely to indemnify a practice that makes a serious clinical error in a digital message, either. **State dental boards will be inadequate.** The scope of influence of the Internet and social media will swamp the power of government agencies to control or manage the situation. This trend is actually not much different from that of the past. The Dental Board of California, like all components of the Department of Consumer Affairs, is required by law to be self-sufficient and has limited resources. Its operations are funded exclusively by license fees. Dental boards have never really been able to contend with the volume of ads found in phone books, on buildings, signage or on billboards in a state with 37 million people. But, the increase in ad presence is now exponential. While some might prefer it this way, neither the profession...
nor the public can expect state boards to protect patients from dishonest practices or predatory commercialism. Will professional organizations such as the CDA and ADA be willing and able to ensure that professional standards are maintained and sustained? Professional dental organizations have little authority over nonmembers.

Recent developments in electronic and social media offer exciting possibilities for the enhancement of dental practice, both for patients and practitioners. But there are very real challenges involved, and they pose credible threats to the profession. Private practice dentists necessarily have one foot in each of the two worlds of health care and commerce, and it is their professional responsibility to manage the inevitable conflicts. Dentists cannot simply employ commercial or marketing ethics to guide their practices. Furthermore, it would be a serious mistake to hope that governmental agencies will effectively manage the evolution from older forms of publicity and marketing, and it is in the best interest of the dental profession to proactively take charge of these changes. The second essay in this series offers biomedical ethical tools for this purpose.
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